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Terminology. The term Sufism came into being not by Islamic texts or Sufis themselves but by British
Orientalists who wanted to create an artificial divide between what they found attractive in Islamic civilisation
(i.e. Islamic spirituality) and the negative stereotypes that were present in Britain about Islam. These British
orientalists, therefore, fabricated a divide that was previously non ...
Sufism - Wikipedia
Sufism has a history in India evolving for over 1,000 years. The presence of Sufism has been a leading entity
increasing the reaches of Islam throughout South Asia. Following the entrance of Islam in the early 8th
century, Sufi mystic traditions became more visible during the 10th and 11th centuries of the Delhi Sultanate
and after it to the rest of India.
Sufism in India - Wikipedia
7 1. Introduction Introduction Islam as a religion has a great mystical tradition which can be found in the
works of Sufis like Rumi. It is in need of reform to correct the interpretation that fanatics are
THE SECRET MEANING
Support New America â€” We are dedicated to renewing America by continuing the quest to realize our
nation's highest ideals, honestly confronting the challenges caused by rapid technological and social change,
and seizing the opportunities those changes create.
New America
A section of Dawoodi Bohras challenge the authoritarian and un-Islamic system the current Bohra priesthood
has put in place to control and exploit Bohras. We the reformist/progressive Dawoodi Bohras are the true
mumineen and demand accountability, transparency, local jamaat democracy and an end to the misuse of
raza, misaaq and baraat.
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